Special Order No. 228  
Series of 1995

In the interest of the service, the following officials and employees are hereby directed to proceed to Hotel Reneca, Kisad Rd., Baguio City, for the Adjudication Office Decision Writing from 16-21 May 1995.

1. Director Viveca C. Cataldi
2. Director Gonzalo T. Duque
3. Atty. Adela Damasco
4. Atty. Luvimina Casuela
5. Atty. Guillermo Viojan
6. Atty. Roma Asinas
7. Atty. Fedriel Panganiban
8. Atty. Elias Salinas
10. Atty. Necitas Jerez
11. Atty. Dolores Beley
12. Atty. Albert Dolosa
13. Atty. Gierjhem Puracan
14. Atty. Talib Hamed
15. Atty. Percival Budiao
16. Atty. Eduardo Escudero
17. Elmira Sto. Domingo
18. Lucy Austria
19. Ritchy Obando
20. Damaso Fallarme
21. Ma. Luisa Pableo
22. Carmelita Reyes
23. Linda Maurera
24. Violeta Cawil
25. Lucia Bernardo
26. Aida Yadao
27. Rosemarie Tayo
28. Beth Sison
29. Rebecca Canab
30. Nelia Barbadillo
31. Fernando Alegre
32. Fernando Changco
33. Eduardo Penar
34. Benito Bermillo

It is understood that Benito Bermillo will drop-off and pick-up AO Staff on 16 May and 21 May respectively.

It is further understood that the above-named officials and employees are entitled to accommodation and traveling allowances subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and procedures.

For strict compliance.

FELICISIMO O. JOSON, JR.
Administrator